Attendance

I am a modern attendance system that in addition to standard situations primarily addresses the individual needs
of each customer. My output is WHO, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, WHOM and WHERE TO. I collect information about
arrivals and departures, from which I create attendance. I submit attendance for approval and then generate an
easy to work with output. The data connection with my other modules is unique.

Data acquisition:

Approval:

I collect information from reception terminals, lobbies,
CH Cells or mobile attendance. As well as via an app
from all Android devices, mobile phones or other
devices with an Internet connection.

I submit the created attendance to the responsible
person for approval.

And more:
I allow the responsible person to make a correction
I allow the responsible person to approve
attendance on an ongoing basis
I show approved attendance and possible
corrections to employees continuously
I clearly display approved attendance

And more:
I verify the person who creates the attendance
I record the specific place where the attendance
was taken
I record the time when the attendance was taken
I identify the device on which the attendance was
taken

Processing:
From the data of arrival and departure I process
attendance according to individual settings.

Export:
From approved attendance, I create a time sheet,
which I export to Excel or directly to the format you
need for further processing.

And more:
I round off the start and end of attendance
according to a set discriminator
I automatically create breaks according to the
settings with respect to the potential actual break
I can immediately inform the responsible person
about overtime, weekend, off-shift or night work

I am Adam – an assistant
software with a modern
attendance system
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We will connect all your workplaces
worldwide into one unit
Your work will get a whole new dimension, and you
will decide what specific information you want to
receive. You will be able to have a continuous overview
of all the events at the workplace as well as be able
to influence them 24/7/365 from one location.
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